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From A-Z



Introducing the easiest crafts you will ever 
make!

Each letter has a fun and easy craft to go 
along with it. Your students can practice 

tracing the letter and reading the word on 
each page!

They will also get to practice their fine motor 
skills with simple cutting and practice using 

those glue sticks correctly!

There are no templates for these crafts! 
Each craft has a list of materials and 

dimensions for one craft {so multiply it by 
the number of 

students in your class {plus a few extra!} to 
make a class copy.

The directions provided are for you to give to 
your students. Anything in parenthesis is for 

the teacher!

I hope you and your students enjoy making 
these crafts!



After each page is 
complete, turn the 

crafts into a book! I 
2-hole punched each 

page and tied it 
together with a ribbon!

Some helpful tips:
After each page has 

been created, you can 
store your students’ 
work in hanging file 

folders until the book is 
ready to be put 

together.
If a page is too gluey to 

be put away, stick a 
post-it note on it with 

your student’s name to 
be filed when dry!

I copied each letter back to back to 
save paper!
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A– apple
B– bee
C– cat
D– dog
E– egg

F– football
G– golf
H– hat

I– ice cream
J– Jack-o-lantern

K– kite
L– ladybug
M- mailbox

N– nail
O– octopus
P– pocket
Q– quilt
R– road

S– soccer ball
T– turtle

U– umbrella
V– volcano

W– watermelon
X– xylophone

Y– yo-yo
Z– zipper



What You Need:
1 red 4”x4”

1 light brown 1”x2”
1 green 1”x1”

Directions:
1. Cut the corners off the red square and glue the 

light brown stem behind it.
2. Glue the red square onto the paper.

3.Cut the corners off the green square to make a 
leaf.

4.Glue the leaf onto the stem.
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What You Need:
1 yellow 4”x6”
2 black 2”x3”
1 black 2”x4”

2 white 1.5”x1.5”
Directions:

1. Cut the corners off the yellow rectangle to make the bee’s 

body and glue onto your paper like a window.
2. Hold the black 2”x4” piece up and down like a door and cut into 

3 strips. Glue onto the yellow body.
3. Cut the corners off the 2 black 2”x3” pieces for the wings and 

glue onto the bee’s back.
4. Use a scrap corner for the stinger and glue on.

5. Cut the corners off the white squares and glue on for eyes.
6. With crayon, add eyeballs and a smile.
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